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Electrification in Central America had its beginnings at the end 
of the last century at almost the. same time as the growth of electricity 
in other more developed countries. It started first in the hands of 
private enterprises, supplying power in the principal cities and other 
places that were attractive markets and with enough customers to make 
it a good business. Generally these early developments made use of 
falls, which were easy to exploit in a simple way or, in some cases, 
existing industries transformed the steam engines which were their means 
of generation, and were thus able to electrify their own installations 
for their own supply and to pass the surplus to other consumers. In 
some countries, the electrification of small villages and estates, had a 
surprising development with primitive hydroelectric installations. Later 
these activities were consolidated into specialised enterprises of public 
utility, ipany of them subsidiaries of international or local combines. In 
general it can be said that the electrification of the public services has 
been selective and limited to the centres of population and, while it has 
served to raise the standard of living in those centres, it has lacked the 
features of a universal service,, which are necessary if it is to be of any 
real aid in economic development. 
In recent times, and in recognition of the necessity of satisfying in 
a more extensive, continuous and methodical way the productive activities 
of the different countries, the Central American governments have taken in 
one way or another a more active par£ in the orientation of the provision 
of electric power in their countries. Thus we have the beginning of 
efforts d i r e n t e d t owards the establishment of modern standards of regulation, 
of the formation of a rule of public services and the creation of organiz-
ations to encourage it and of specialised national, enterprises for either 
the partial or entire running of the power sources. Efforts were made to 
eliminate the historic crises of the exhaustion of generating capacity 
which have plagued these countries, and combined solutions were looked for 
which would guarantee not only the greater extension of the services and 
the continuity of the s,ame but also the more sensible and greater use of 
the available resources. From the point of view of organization in general, 
it can be said that there have been no tendencies towards the excluding of 
/private capitals, 
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private capitals, as the countries have tried to take advantage of the 
possibilities offered under the circumstances by them and also by the 
State resources. 
However, the utilization of the electric power is still fundamentally 
to fulfil the necessities of living and of comfort rather than to fulfil 
needs of production. The industrialization of Central America is only: 
just beginning and it is principally apparent, Taith the exception of a . 
few important installations, in numerous workshops which, however, reduce 
the manufacturer to tjis category of a small consumer almost on a par vath 
the dome'stic consumer. For this reason in many cases they have not been 
able to take the firm stand that the big industrialists in other countries 
have taken before the public utility companies, making felt their competit-
ive power and lessening the might of the monopolies by showing that the 
existing relations are only an alternative to the fact th,at the industries 
themselves could, advantageously, produce their own power. 
Trie electric enterprises have had the upper hand in their relations 
with the consumers from the fact that the latter are few, scattered and 
disunited. This state of affairs is harmful for both sides as regards 
the setting up of a policy of mutual benefit, so that the problems of rates, 
expansion, and others just as fundamental, have not been aired with a spirit 
of reflection by the parties with common interests but with opposed points 
of view. The enterprises have not in many cases understood the true 
necessities of the countries and the opportunities which the state of affairs 
could bring, and, on the other hand, the public have had no clear understand-
ing of the problems of the enterprises. Thus we often find a spirit of 
nationalism which is prejudiced against the legitimate aspirations, and 
proposals of a policy which would be for the general national good. 
As regards the foregoing situation, the most palpable fact is that the 
private enterprises took full advantage of it and developed with able 
commercial vision the obvious and immediate productive markets and the 
power resources of low cost and high returns, but there has came a time 
when the problem has passed this stage and only to go on supplying power 
for the ever growing established mar)ets is hardly an important aspect of 
the matter of electrifying a country. The next stage, from the point of 
/view of 
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view of the supply, is to give electricity either f or domestic or productive 
purposes to those extensive areas of land vihich, because they are not thickly 
populated and have a low consumption of power, give an unfavourable balance 
between investments and income to private companies. Vast areas which are 
indicated for programmes of economic encouragement and the accumulative 
benefits will be the return for the investments made. 
The new method of taking complete advantage of the resources, and of 
the preservation and protection of the national wealth of the countries, 
has brought to an end the old system of the isolated use, or partial 
advantage being taken of the resources, and the taking of what we might 
call the cream of a hydroelectric locality and spoiling the greater o.verall 
possibilities by producing a limited installation at a low basic cost. 
The electrification of Central America is at this moment entering upon 
this stage and it has a great chance of arriving at positive achievements, 
utilizing to the fu^l, and with objectivity, not only human resources but 
also the resources - technical, financial and political - of the State and 
of the private enterprises, if it is able to avoid failure by a useless 
struggle of different schools of thought which so often hamper and confuse 
the practical solution of national problems. 
From the point of view of organization, the electric industry of Central 
America can be classified as essentially within the limits of rural elec-
trification with a few urban centres, with a consumption principally domestic 
and commercial, and with the beginnings of industrial activities. By the 
measure of its size, the problems of Central America are on a level of 
"pevl,y electrification" in contrast "with liiat vjc could call the problems of 
electrification on a bigger scale in the larger countries of the Hemisphere 
with their great urban, industrial and mining centres. It should be noted 
as well that in the larger countries of the Hemisphere there are also problems 
of electrification on a small scale equivalent to those of Central Ameripa, 
when they concern regions whose conditions resemble those of the Isthmus. 
This leads us to think that in a Latin American Seminary for the treating 
Of the Hemisphere's electrical problems, it will be necessary to recognise 
the special features which the essential parts of the electric problem present, 
when they are treated on either the level of petty or greater electrification. 
/The essentials 
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The essentials, of planning, organization, finance, rates, technology 
in the developments, technology in the •exploitation,, and administration of 
the services are equally present in great or.petty electrification, but 
the formation of a guiding policy in each case differs, substantially and 
is influenced in a deciding manner by economic factors. 
The basis for the iormulstion of this policy needs a clear and 
judicial evaluation of the necessities, as much present as potential, of 
the populationj an analysis of the real possibilities derived from existing 
natural re sources j and what we, could call the financial feasibility of the 
plana or accomplished projects. By financial feasibility is meant an 
objective analysis of the economic justification of the works to be under-
taken, also the real possibilities of obtaining funds to carry them out or, 
in other vjords, the ability to finance them. 
The problems of obtaining the capital required is In general under-
estimated and treated with lightness and excessive optimism in the first 
stages of a programme of electrification, and only later is it found that 
a project essentially well conceived fails or is delayed through the lack 
of practical and effective Icnowledge of the markets of capital. The problem 
is possibly more accute in relation to petty electrification, where the 
financial balance of .the programme is extremely tenuous, and the monetary 
returns small ,or non-existent in the first stages of the programme or of 
the enterprise. In many cases this is complicated by the tendancy to want 
to produce grandiose works which a re not in proportion with the investments 
and the markets. The projects which are made a political symbol or an 
opportunity of technical exhibitionism have been factors vhich hamper the 
setting in motion of programmes of urgent necessity in many place. 
As regards electrification on a large scale, the market has generally-
had a previous development and is a typical problem of guaranteeing its 
uninterrupted growthI the economic returns are assured and the problem 
consists not so much in presenting a good revenue as in obtaining a continued 
supply oX the prodigious monetary resources that the increasing service 
requires. 
We hope that the Latin American Electric Power Seminar, where many of 




bear the experience, the ideas and the knowledge of the experts of 
various cojintries, will be an important step in the progress of our 
Hemisphere, 
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